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REGIS COLLEGE, DENVER, COLO. April 25, 19.JJ 
Annual Junior Senior Prom Set for Tonight ·at Lakewood Country Club 
BORELLI, FONK LEAD UNION ·PARTY TO VICTORY 
Students Forget All Worries 
As They Prepare for Fun Frolic: 
'l'he outstanding social event of the year-the annual 
Junior-Senior Promenade-will be held tonight at the Lake-
wood Country Club when some 125 couples will frolic to the 
music of Matt Kramer and his orchestra. 
"It promises to be the best Junior Prom in history," said 
Chet Borelli, effervescent junior chairman of the Prom com-
mittee, in announcing final plans ••> ---------------
to the press about the affair. prove more than attractive for 
"Regis men will remember this those souvenir hunters who al-
Prom for a long time in their 
lives," continued the redoubtable 
Borelli. 
Dancing tonight will be front 
9:00 to 1:00 to the lilting rhythms 
of Matt Kramer's orchestra, rec-
ognized as one of the best rhythm 
masters in the business. The 
band was selected as the official 
Junior Prom band after a series 
of auditions among leading local 
bands of the region. 
The Prom bids and programs 
will be bound in brown felt Ieath-
er, the programs having a gold 
ways demand a "Prom" keepsake. 
Chaperones for the occasion 
have been announced as follows: 
Coach and Mrs. Robert M. Mac-
Kenzie; Coach and Mrs. Lou Kel-
logg; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Han-
nauer; and Doctor and Mrs. D. J. 
Pflaum. 
Regis High Senior · 
Wins Legion Contest 
"R" on them for the color motif. Jack Teeling, Regis High School 
Borelli predicts that these will senior, has recently brought rec-
.by 
KIRCH 
ognition to himself and his school 
by his success in the recent Amer-
ican Legion Oratory C011test. The 
subject of the contest was the 
United States Constitution. Teel-
ing won the state contest, then 
went on to win the regional meet 
held in A~arillo, Texas. He was 
eliminated at the sectional Okla-
homa contest, however. 
Believe It Or--
It happened last Monday 
a:fternoon when John Aaste-
rud and Joe Koontz were 
practicing golf drives at the 
Rocli:y Mountain Park, a few 
blocks from Regis. On one 
of his teeming drives of 37 
odd yards, Koontz knocked 
the ball into the lake adjac-
ent to the park. As the ball 
was about to land, a fish 
jumped out of the lake just 
in time to be K. O'ed by 
Koontz's drive. 
There are two schools of 
thought on. Koontz's story; 
first, those who believe that 
fame~ scholar stopped at lo-
cal Suds Emporium en route 
to the park, thus being rm-
able to tell a drive from a 
drive-away, and secondly, 
those from Pueblo, who are 
familiar with mental defi-
cients, and believe that Brot'!l 
er Koontz is becoming bat: 
tier than a I,otti-;vllle :slug- l 
ger. 
H you have any particular 
anecdote such as that of Mr. 
Koontz, simply sent it to 
the "We-don't-believe-it-but-
we'll-print-it-anyway depart-
ment of the Brown and Gold, 
along with ten cents in coin 
and the tops from two player 
pianos, and we'll see your 
story is published. 
John T. Noonan, also of Regis The Very Rev. Robert M. Kel-
Unionists Beat Student Bloc 
In Drab and Spiritless Election 
The Union Party, headed by Chester John BoreUi and 
managed by Joe Kirch, won the annual student elections held 
last Tuesday, April 22, defeating the Students' Bloc headed 
by Charles Zarlengo and managed by Henry Becker. 'fhe 
count was 90 votes to 75. 
'l'hus will step into office the first group ever elected 
by Regis students (heretofore Re- '• 
gis students have voted only for hands will rest the responsibility 
the office of student president) of directing and revitalizing stu-
to run the government of the dent life on the campus. 
school. Elected on the winning Candidates on the Students' 
ticket were· Chet Borelli as pres- Bloc group in addition to Zarlen-
ident; Ted Fonk as vice-presi- go, were Hayes, Dierker, Coursey, 
dent; Frank Kuester as secretary- and -t;eon Lascor. The votes were 
treasurer; and John Thompson and counted after the closing of th~ 
Jerry Barry as directors. These polls on Tuesday afternoon by 
men will form the executive board Joe Stein, student body president 
of the student council and in their of 1940-41 and John Connors, 
Five Regis Men 
Attend Debate Meet 
Five Regis men, Tom Garry. 
Frank Morriss, Jim Harris, Jack 
Grosjean and Joe Kirch, attended 
the Colorado-Wyoming Debate 
conference held April 18 and 19 
at the University of Wyoming 
campus in Laramie. 
The debate teams debated the 
proposition, "Resolved, That any 
substantial increase in the power~ 
exercised by the central govern-
ment will jeopardize democracy 
in the United States." Two teams 
were entered from Regis. Morriss 
and Harris making up one team 
and Garry and Grosjean the other. 
Debates were scheduled with six 
Brown and Gold editor, in the 
presence of Joe Kirch, represent-
ing the Union Party and Roland 
Zarlengo, representing the Stu-
dents' Bloc. 
There was little or no action 
duri.tg the campaign, observet·s 
calling it the "deadest" election 
in many a year. Following the 
election the Students' Bloc prom-
ised their cooperation to the win-
ners with a view towards making 
the 1941-42 school year one of 
the most active in Regis history. 
Sodalists Discuss 
Social Service Work 
A few weeks ago, in an attempt 
to Instill some life into the somno-
lent student council, the president 
was perhaps unjustly attacked. 
The student council had not met 
for some months; it would not 
meet unless the president called 
a meeting. Therefore, it seem~d 
to be the fault of the president 
that there had been no student 
council meeting. 
High, and Teeling, won first and ley, S.J., president of Regis, at-
second pprizes, respectively, in tended the dedication of the Mar-
the recent essay contest on "What gery Reed nurse's home at the 
Uncle Sam Means to Me," spon- Glockner hospital, Co 1 or ado other teams during the ·two-day 
At the last meeting of the 
Sodality Union, the delegates 1vot-
ed to emphasize social · service 
work in the Denver area. In order 
to facilitate the carrying out of 
that resolutioh, a central social 
service committee has been organ-
ized under the chairmanship of 
Miss Adelaide Se~mmelman of 
Loretto Heights College. This 
committee is already assembling 
data on all social service oppor-
tunities for sodalists in Denver, 
and has opened up some promising 
fields of activity. A complete list 
of such openings will be kept and 
work assigned to various :?odali-
ties of the Union on the basis of 
their preference. 
After the column had been 
written, the student council held 
several meetings in quick suces-
sion, at least one meeting a week. 
Attendance at these meetings was 
not very impressive. Where lay 
the fault? I don't know. In an 
effort to correct certain evils 
which had become evident, the 
set-up of student government was 
revised. More reforms are in 
prospect. But, whatever the 
cause, the student council was 
not functioning as it should. 
With the election of the new 
president, things may or may not 
be changed. This inuch seems evi-
dent: Joe Stein did as good a 
job as could be expected under 
the circumstances. He had to 
work with a council which was 
too large and unwieldly. But he 
made no effort to make it more 
efficient. He had to work with 
Continued, on Page 8 
sored by the B.P.O.E. Springs, Sunday, April 20. meet. 
The Parliamentary assembly 
PROM MUSIC MAKERS 
The exotic dance tunes of Matt Kramer's orchestra will keep 125 
couples in a festive mood tonight at the Junior Prom. The orchestra 
is shown above. 
discussed the economic problems 
of the Western Hemisphere. The 
early stages of the discussion 
were carried -on in four commit-
tees dealing, respectively, with 
(1) surplus commodities, (2) stra-
tegic raw materials, (3) foreign 
trade, ( 4) cultural relations. Fath-
er Brown, who accompanied the 
debaters to Laramie, acted as 
faculty adviser of the surplus com-
modities committee. Joe Kirch 
-was the sole Regis representative 
to the assembly. 
Noteworthy was the refusal of 
the Assembly to pass a resolution 
endorsing the program of all out 
aid for Britain. In the most 
bitter parliamentary debate of the 
day, the delegates voted down a 
resolution proposed by a Univer-
sity of Wyoming ,delegate in the 
closing minutes of Saturday's ses-
sion, calling for an increasE! of 
aid to Britain. 
The debates were non-decision 
affairs, open to debaters who had 
not engaged in inter-collegiate de-
bates before this year. Teams 
Continued on Page 8 
To date, Sodalists have gone to 
work in the settlements, the Ave 
Maria Clinic, the jail, the Saint 
Vincent de Paul Workingmen's 
Club, several of the hospitals, and 
old people's homes. The Sodality 
is cooperating with Father Mul-
cahy in keeping a supply of 
Catholic literature available for 
Catholics at Fort Logan, now 
numbering over two hundred. The 
Union has atso contracted to pro-
vide a program a week at the St. 
Vincent de Paul Club. More 
catechists are needed to tutor 
individual patients bedridden in 
Continued on Page 8 
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REGERS GIVE SENIORS ,DANCE AT BROADMOOR 
Alumni Group Sponsors 
Dance and $10 Contest 
By TOM MASTERSON 
. 'J'he Regers,_ official alumni association of Regis, announced 
at tts last meetmg that on May 2nd, the first alumni dance 
would be held at Bddie Ott's Broadmoor. It was made known · 
by the president of the club that this function will be an an-
rmB;l affa~r. It _is primarily fo: the purpose of acquainting 
semors with their fellow alumm as well as the bringing to-
gether of the alumni. The gradu- ~~· __________ _:::_.:::.__ __ 
ates will be the guests of the prize to the Regis College stud t 
alumni and since this is a Regis en 
affair, the underclassmen should who writes the most outstanding 
attempt to attend this dance essay on, "How the Alumni can 
in order to bring about a best help Regis College." Cer-
bigger and better feeling between tainly if the alumni are interested 
the Regis student body and the 
alumni. 
At the March meeting the Re-
gers voted to give a ten dollar 
Regis High Wins 
Speech Tourney 
enough to offer a prize for your 
ideas, then it is more than proper 
that the students should respond 
heartily to their requests. The 
announcement of the winner will 
be made at the exercises of the I Mat_t Kramer will officiate at the Jun1or P.rom this evening Kramer is 
college, June 1st. well known in local music circles as 
well as among the social set. 
I 
WINNERS OF THE 1941 SPEECH CONFERENCE 
Boys . EXTE!UPORANEOUS SPEAKING Girls 
Regis High School won the 
Third Annual Diocesan Speech 
Conference, Saturday, April · 19, 
at Regis College, winning the 1. 
Father Hubert Newell Champion- 2· 
ship trophy presented each year 3· 
to the winning school. Regis 
High also won the tourney in 1. 
1940. 2. 
St. Francis de Sales, headlined 3· 
by a strong girls' contingent, cap-
tured second place and Holy Fam- 1. 
ily finished third. St. Francis de 2· 
Sales won the first tournament 3· 
Jack Teeling (Regis) 1. Marie Jeffries (St. F.) 
Guy Reed (Regis) 2. Virginia Spicer (St. Jos.) 
Bob Titus (St. Jos.) 3. Barbara Nieters (St. F.) 
EMPROMFTU SPEA~NG 
~ Freeman (Regis) 1. Philomena C. De Baca (St. F.) 
uy Reed (Regis) 2. Mary Hett (St. F.) 
Tom Kelley (Regis) 3. Marie Jeffries (St. F.) 
in 1939. 
Headlined by such speakers as 
Ed Freeman who copped two first 
place awards and Jack Teeling 
who won one first place and one 
The congratulations of Re-
gis College go to Regis High 
and St. Francis de Sales 
High Schools of D e n v e r 
for their remarkably fine 
showing in the recent Dio-
cesan Speech Conference. 
In addition, t h e o t h e r 
schools participating deserve 
commendation for their fore-
sight in taking advantage 
of such a tournament in 
order to better give their 
students the value of such 
experience as this tourna-
ment affords; 
ORIGINAL ORATORY 
~d Freeman (Regis) 1. Philomena C. De Baca (St. F.) 
ack Teeling (Regis) 2. Mary Hett (St. F.) 
Bill Horan (Regis) 3. Phyllis Lichter (St. F.) 
POETRY SPEAKING 
1. Paul Vinnola (St. Jos.) 1. Ann Bartle (St. Gertrude's) 
2. Al Riede (Regis) 2. Gloria Cohen (Cah.) 
3. Dan Brown (St. F.) 3. Agnes Lambrecht (St. Jos.) 
DRA.l\IATIC DECLAMATION 
1. Al Riede (Regis) 1. Mary A. Mulligan (St. F.) 
2. Richard Miller (Regis) 2. Angela Lambrecht (St. J.) 
3. Geo. O'Shaughnessy (Regis) 3. Mary Rita Ginn (H. F.) 
HUMOROUS DEOLAMATION . 
1. Jim Sunderland (Regis) 1. Lorraine Harmon (St. F.) 
2. Leo Leberer (St. F.) 2. Flora Joe Kimmins (St. F.) 
3. Tom Kelley (Regis) 3. Marjorie Simmons (H. F .) 
ORATORICAL DECLAMATION 
1. Geo. O'Shaughnessy (Regis) 1. Mary Agnes Hett (St. F .) 
2. Gerald Henceman (Regis) 2. Margaret Buchen (St. F.) 
3. Dick Ammons (Annunc.) 3. Mary Milne (St. Jos.) 
AFTER DINNER SPEAKING 
1 A. D. Henehan (Regis) 
2. Leo Flaig (St. F.) 
3. Elaine Caldwell (St. Jos.) 
WINNING SCHOOLS 
First Place: Regis 
Second Place: St. Francis de Sales 
Third Place: Holy Family 
-HONOR ·R 0 L L-
First Quarter, Second Semester 
Seniors: 
Connors, John F ............................................................... l A and 3 B's 
Costello, James R ......................................................... 4 A's and 2 B's 
Daly, John M .................................................................. l A and 2 B's 
Galligan, Gerald H ....................................................... 2 A's and 2 B's 
Jtmiors: 
Connealy, Philip ................................................................ 2 A's and 4 B's 
Sophomores: 
Becker, Henry Karl.. ................................................... 3 A's and 3 B's 
Hoare, James P ................... -......................................... 5 A's and 3 B's 
Logan, T. Buell ............................................................... 2 A's and 4 B's 
Majewski, Joseph T ..................................................... l A and 4 B's 
Piccone, Marshall.. ........................................................ .' .. 5 A's 
Antonelli, Louis J ........................................................... -3 A's and 3 B's 
and 4 B's 
and 3 B's 
and 2 B's 
Dooling, Robert J .......................................................... 2 A's 
Gonzales, Joseph J .......................................................... 3 A's 
Grosjean, John H ......... ---.............................................. 4 A's 
Harris, James W ......................................................... 2 A's and 3 B's 
Heinicke, Paule E .................................................. .' .......... l A and 5 B's 
Morriss, Francis ........................................................... 6 B's 
Moynihan, Neal P ......................... ...... ............................. 2 A's and 4 B's 
Mulligan, J. Patrick .................................................... ! A and 5 B's 
O'Keefe, David P ............... --· ............................................ 3 A's and 4 B's 
St. Martin, Hardie M ................................................ 3 A's and 3 B's 
Wilson, James S ...................................................... --..... 5 A's and 2 B's 
"He Might Have Saved France"-A Biography of 
Andre Maginot by Marguerite Joseph Maginot 
As reviewed by John Waters 
It is hardly probable that Andre 1\Iaginot could have 
6a ved France. His eye for the future, once applauded by the 
world and the now degenerate French race which took form 
in the famed l\Iaginot line, is now treated as "the Macrinot 
line mentality.'' The book if read between the lines ~ives 
fJ.Uite a bit of information as to how the downfall of France 
really came about. 
Maginot was a tall athletic man~·>--~------------
but with an elegant gentility, 
highly intelligent, and a natural 
leader. His motto was "mens 
sane in sane corpore," an idea 
which the major part of the 
French race failed to applaud, 
and which was the major cause 
of their subsequent defeat. The 
book, in itself, the writing of a 
little sister's affection for a suc-
cessful big brother, tells of Magi-
not's life as a soldier, and then 
his subsequent rise to deputy, cab-
inet minister and inspirer of the 
Maginot line, down to his death 
in 1932. 
While in the trenches Maginot 
saw the need for our "Indian 
fighting tactics of dispersion, in-
filtration and ambush. It here 
seems strange to the reader that 
one who so believed in fluid rov-
ing battle, and who developed the 
principles on which all modern 
warfare depends should have given 
his name to one of the greatest 
and yet as it turned out, most 
useless movements to the "static" 
concept of "Position Warfare." 
There was a total of 145 
students competing in the 
various meets, some students 
competing in two or more 
events, to bring the total of 
entries to 177. 
Judging was done by mem-
bers of the University of 
Denver Speech Department, 
and the chairmanship assign-
ments were handled by Regis 
College students. 
BOVINE BEAUTIES GAILY CAVORT; 
FLOORSHOW TOPS AT "R" CLUB DANCE 
Maginot in the chamber de-
manded total victory, indemnity 
and security from Germany. He 
opposed ratification of the Ver-
sailles treaty. "We need certain-
ty. That certainty the treaty does 
not give us." He later directed 
the Ruhr occupation, and opposed 
the . Locarno treaty. All these 
things led to the subjugation of 
Germany, but his ideas were not 
upheld. His "passion for security" 
led to its embodiment in the 
people, and also became a bottle· 
neck for any subsequent reconcili· 
ation and settlement while Ger· 
many was yet no danger. Magi· 
not's concrete shield caused the 
passive neutrality spoken about 
previously which was the reason 
and symbol of France's weak will 
when reconciliatipn was possible. 
second place, the Reds won a total 
of 17 out of a possible 24 final 
places in the boys' finals to cap-
ture the Newell trophy. Regis 
High won seven firsts, six seconds 
and four third places. 
In the girls' division, St. Fran-
cis de Sales won six firsts, four 
seconds, and three thirds. Philo-
mena C. De Baca won two first 
place · awards for the Fransalians 
to take individual honors. 
The boy and girl winning first 
places in the Original Oratory 
contest (Ed Freeman of Regis 
and Philomena C De Baca of St. 
Francis de Sales) will compete for 
the right to represent the Denver 
Diocese in the National Mission 
Crusade contest in Buffalo, N.Y. 
The "R" Club's annual Sweater and Skirt dance was~·>--------------­
held last Friday night, April 18, and from ail indications the 
dance was a huge success. 
Highlighted by a floor show (and boy it 'floored 'em too\ 
that was tops in amateur entertainment, the dance w~s at-
tended by some 150 people. Informality was the keynote an(l 
no doubt the signal cause {or the ~. ' 
success of the affair. j onto the floor dressed as chorus 
Music was furnished by a "juke" girls. The lads were about as 
box. aranged by Bob Kelley, Regis dainty as Boris Karloff playing 
semor, who ·also supplied the a Baby sandy role. 
records for the occasion. 
The floor show was highlighted 
by Walt Spriu,gs as M. C. The 
four ink spots, Kennedy, Fonk, 
Hoppe and Springs (pinch hit-
ting for Unes) stammered through 
two numbers while Leo Kelleher 
gave the audience the real McCoy 
over the loud speaker. Follow-
ing this, the "R" Club pulled a 
travesty on human nature by 
sending six football behemoths 
Lou Antonelli nearly drove the 
crowd home when he gave a vocal 
interpretation of Beethoven's 
P~thetique. It really was pathetic, 
too. And to conclude the pro-
gram, Leo Hazelwood (who kind-
ly consented to keep quiet for a 
while) and Madame Torres of 
the Las Cruces Torres flipped 
about like a pair of trained seals 
in what was supposed to have 
bel!n a Spanish dance. About the 
only thing Iberian in the perf9rm-
ance was the music. However 
the crowd enjoyed it and th~ 
couple (how ickey} did an encore. 
(French for "holy mackeral, how 
lousy, but I guess we'll have to 
tolerate it for the time being.") 
All in all, the paying person-
ages came away satisfied and 
we send a heartY: bouquet to John 
(I'm not Gargantua) McGee for a 
real two-bits worth. 
Mr. Edward R. Vollmar, S.J., 
instructor at Marquette high 
school in Milwaukee, Wise., at-
tended his father's funeral in 
Platteville last week. He remain-
ed at Regis until April 2.0. Mr. 
Vollmar attended Regis College 
from 1929 to 1932. 
Socialists, Communists, and 
Pacifists are revealed by his sis-
ter to have opposed his conserva· 
tive intransigeance, and so it lim· 
ited the dissension and division 
that reigned in France and which 
the leaders lacked imagination 
enough to assuage. 
I don't think Maginot could 
have saved France, but interest· 
ing side lights, give valid, lucid 
and potent reasons why France 
fell. 
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CONTRACTS · FOR LOUNGE FLOORING 'AND FURNITURE LET 
Committee Settles on Major Expenditures, 
Hopes Fait Accompli Will Attract Funds 
Having great faith in humanity, which they hope is not 
misplaced, the Lounge Committee let the contracts for the 
purchase of the material for the flooring and also for the By JIM HARRIS 
By FRANK MORRISS 
For four days, starting April 1, 
the Gothic halls of Regis college 
were open to the seniors of the 
Catholic high schools of Denver. 
In an effort to impress upon the 
minds of graduates the importance 
of choosing the correct field and 
institution for college training, 
Regis carried out its annual pro-
gram of pre-college guidance. In-
augurated three years ago, this 
quartile; the next highest group !s 
the second quartile, etc. Thus a 
student n1ay be in a lower quartile 
and not have received a low grade. 
Each school is then given an after-
noon to visit the college and in a 
conference with the dean each stu-
dent is given the results of his 
test. Then, according to both his 
abilities and inclinations, the pros-
pective college student sees a · 
n1ember of the faculty who is an 
expert in the field the youth wishes 
to pursue. There are information 
and guidance to be had on the 
latest vocational fields, as well as 
the regular fields of the sciences, 
liberal arts, law and medicine. 
Anlbitions range from advertising 
to engineering, and fron1 doctoring 
to aviation. Many saw opportun·-
ties in governn1ent service, and as 
one embryonic politician re-
nlarked, "I'd like to be President, 
but I'n1 afraid there's too much 
con1petition from this Roosevelt 
fellow." 
furniture which will grace the lounge. The floor is to be Has classical music been rete-
alternate brown and gold tile, laid in herring-bone style. 'l'hc gated to the obsolete in our col-
furniture, according to the contract, is to be one-inch chrome leges? Is the present assortment 
tubular furniture covered in two-~- of college students composed of 
tone brown and gold with oc- the student body have practically either "jive hounds" or "hep cats," 
casional chairs in bright red and ceased. There is some mystery with" no respect for their n1usical 
coronation blue. The contracts about this last angle which is " 
call for imn1ediate installation on 
receipt of materials. Therefore 
the lounge should be ready for 
occupancy before the n1iddle nf 
May. We have still to collect suf-
ficient funds for painting, light 
fixtures, ash trays and occasional 
tables. However, the Con1n1ittee 
has decided to proceed with 'the 
funds at hand in the hope that 
further contributions will be stinl-
ulated by ocular perception of the 
needs of the roon1 once the original 
purchases are n1ade. 
Organizations Contribute 
But Individuals-? 
The "R" Club dance enabled that 
organization to contribute to the 
lounge fund quite substantially. 
The Delta Sigs have pledged a 
month's dues to the fund. Other 
organizations will probably con-
tribute. Outstanding work for the 
lounge fund is being carried for-
ward by the Coffee Club from 
which will probably result the lar-
gest single contribution of the 
drive. Personal contributions from 
Draft Director Will Talk 
At Assembly Wednesday 
Colonel Richardson, head of the 
Colorado State draft board, will 
talk to the students subject to 
the draft on Wednesday, April 
30. The talk will be given during 
the 11:00 o'clock assembly period. 
Colonel Richardson will discuss 
the draft laws and explain its 
bearing on college students. , 
difficult to explain. With or with- heritage? 
out their help the lounge will be- Such seems to be the conclusion method of educational guidance 
come a fact. We hope that when drawn by many musical critics 
the room is con1pleted that those and educators who labor under the 
who have not donated will be 
impression that music, at least 
careful to respect the property 
of those who did contribute. their ideal of music, has become 
a minus quantity in college cur-
ricula. 
College Symphony Orchestra 
was designed as a direct answer 
to the growing threat of malad-
justnient of youth, both in educa-
tion and in life after graduation. 
Experts in the field of education 
had found with alarn1 that a large 
percentage of university students 
were being jostled into profesional 
businesses for which they were 
unsuited and which were already 
Egregious Batsmen 
To Strut the Diamond 
For Chemistry Club 
It's quite true that n1ost col- hopelessly overcrowded. Students 
leges do not sponsor Syn1phony were strean1ing out of high schools 
Societies or Art Appreciation to fall into law, n1edicine, and 
courses, but music (the kind they journalism, which had already fur-
The Chen1istry Club softball play at Carnegie Hall) is, none- nished their quota of the unenl-
teanl is being gathered, and the theless, still afloat. The Univer- ployed to the country. Rich fields 
aggregation is expected to give sity of Illinois is a notable ex- in busines and in the social serv-
sonle of the other teanis good ample. Recently a few ambitious ices lay undeveloped because 
practice. The team niay even students organized a chamber young students knew nothing of 
win a few contests. Such egre- music group. After braving the the opportunities offered there or. 
storm of criticism which was 1"n many cases, of the1"r own talents 
GUIDEES INSPEUl' 
REGIS FACILIT.IES 
The high school students were 
conducted through the various 
campus buildings and were allowed 
to inspect facilities. Bays hop'?. -
ful of studying medicine were 
amazed at the biology laboratory. 
which houses one of the most 
modern and expensive microscopic 
projectors available: Potential 
scientists inspected the newly con-
structed chen1istry laboratory. In 
the n1ore venerable administrati :J'l 
building, the students were able to 
see the Regis seisn1ograph, the 
only instrument of its kind in the 
region. In the line of liberal arts 
the seniors were shown the Regis 
library, with over 40,000 volum<> s 
and an unlimited draw upon the 
Denver public library. 
gious diamondeers as "Wild Man" ' 
Costello, "Finocchio" Delio, "Ro- given free when the id.ea was first in these directions. Since its estab-
ver" Brinkhaus, and the "Terri- suggested, the group, undaunted,' lishment at Regis this nlodern 
ble" O'Keefes have already been set up in one of the campus "coke means of educational directing has 
holdouts dives" and started to play. They n1et with great success, and ha:; signed up. A few are are on full time now, and one of 
expected to join the ranks in the been heartily praised by both the 
near future. the most popular attractions on college faculty and the principals 
The Club has just about given the campus. of the various high schools. 
up the ship as far as pins are 
concerned. At the last meeting, Son1e Day Maybe- .JUJUBE IS ELIGffiLI!l 
DRUPACEOUS FRUIT it was decided to postpone once 
again choosing the pin until more 
samples had been presented for 
approval. 
A con1n1ittee on arrangen1ents 
for the annual picnic has been 
appointed. The comn1ittee is com-
posed of Zarlengo, Kuester, and 
O'Keefe. After several taste tests, 
this group will decide what brand 
of refreshn1ent will be purchased 
for the outing. 
HATS OFF TO MELODY 
This is but one instance which 
ditipn of music is well on the 
serves to illustrate that the con- The whole precess consists o; 
two sin1ple steps. Several weeks 
before the conferences at Regis 
road to recovery, even among the representatives o{ the college visit 
"alligator" sets of the larger uni- each of the Catholic high schools 
versities. Who knows, p~rhaps we and conduct extensive exaniina-
will have a "Chamber Music So- tions. One con1plete afternoon is 
taken by the senior class of each mGHER EDUCATION, 
ciety" to entertain Regis students of the schools to work on the tests. STILL POSSffiLE 
while "lunching" in the new Stu- These are on printed forms and All in all, the conclusion was 
dent Lounge. are classified into the two main di- reached by the n1ajority of the 
visions of psychology and English. visitors that higher education does 
These two main divisions ·are fur- have son1ething to offer, and that 
ther subdivided into sections cover- · Its opportunities have neither bee·.1 
ing general reasoning, mathemat- lost nor are they limited to the 
ics, gran1n1ar, and vocabulary. The larger institutions. It was diffi-
latter is one of the most con1pre- cult to name a field of study that 
hensive of the group, and also the Regis does not offer. Even those 
n1ost dreaded on the part of the Interested in aviation found that 
participants. It demands know!- they could learn to fly through 
edge of the n1eaning of such words Regis' Civil" Aeronautics program, 
as citrine, color, and jujube, the and in the way of sports and ath-
last-nanied of which is described letics the college has a full sche-
by Webster as "the edible drupa- dule. The whole group was told 
ceous fruit of any of several that the doors of Regis are open 
rhan1naceous trees (genus Zizy- throughout the sun1n1er for inspec-
phus) ." For each of these sub- tion of the facilities it offers to 
divisions of the exan1 a certain high school graduates. The com-
aniount of time is allotted, and the plete faculty of both lay teachers 
papers are graded on the an1ount and Jesuits, which order has had 
and accuracy of work completed in over 400 years of teaching expe ··i-
that tin1e. It· is neither necessary ence, is available for advice and 
nor expected that a student finish consultation. 
the entire subject matter of thf' The advocates of this modern 
examination, but no work may be method of vocational guidance d) 
done after the time limit. not maintain it to be infallible, but 
QUARTER RANKING 
HELPS ADVISERS 
they do believe they have found a 
happy solution to the hiatus 
between manual and liberal educa-
The papers are carefully , cor-- tions, and a solution to the voca-
rected and the results tabulated. tiona! n1aladjustment of youth 
NO. 1 BRASS HAT-of the radio regiments is Gle?D Miller, accor_ding to a recent poll of 
the nation's radio editors. Miller's special way of servmg song. and swmg has caught t~e fane'! 
of American dancers more than any other band today, the ed1tor.s agree. Nope-those aren t 
h h I ts the sliphorn boys are swinging, though the M1ller band salutes the army 
No marks or per cents are given· 
instead, the collective group of 
papers fron1 every school is di-
vided into four quarters. Students 
In the highest 25 per cent grou~ 
are designated as being in the first 
today. The n1ethod of first coun-
seling the prospective student, and 
then advising him of his abilities 
and shortcon1ings, seems to assu "'e 
hinl success in both his studies and trenc e me . h S d " 1 • C B S 
camps three times weekly on its «Chesterfield Moonhg t erena e. t s a . • • program. profession. 
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Not George This Time . ... 
It can happen again! Cooperation is all that is needed 
at present. We are speaking about the intra-mural soft-
ball program, gentlemen. One need only to ask anyone 
who was at Regis last year and participated in this league 
to find out the fun that was had by alL 
Intra-murals are for all and can only be successful if 
all enter i~to the spirit of them. A form of recreation such 
as this should be as much a part orone's education as any 
of the Liberal Arts courses, and gentlemen, if you don't 
have a little recreation now, when will you have it? Many 
say they don't ~ave enough ability; others say that other 
activities keep them occupied. But we venture to say the 
real reason is LAZINESS. 
If the team rosters are filled and you aren't on one, 
get up a team of your own. There are always fellows 
around who will be glad to play. Do this now. Let your 
motto be-'HUSTLE !' Let's all participate in the spring 
intra-mural softball games. Don't always "let George 
do it." -John McGee. 
Off the Editor's Cuff . . • • 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
Chatting On 
Car11r1en ........ . 
Monsignor Bosetti's opus of the 
year, "Carmen," swept the ca-
pacity auditorium crowds off their 
feet. People accustomed to think 
of the Rocky Mountain area as 
the home of the buffalo and six-
gun, found the depth of artistry 
in the planning, interpretation, 
and execution of the opera enough 
to waken hopes of the survival 
the "better things" in a mechan-
ized world. If Denver, artistically 
still an infant, can provide talent 
for such as "Carmen," the sputter-
ing flame of spiritual values need 
never die. 
·Marie Mauro, 19-year-old 
soprano, remembered for her 
pickaninny lullaby in the 
Matrimonial Follies was the 
hit of the first performance 
-youth, vivacity, expressive 
eyes, - and a throbbing voice 
which promises to be heard 
far beyond Denver. 
April 25, 19<11,. 
Rattle Brains and Bottlnecks 
If an outsider were to attend a Regis assembly, he 
would probably gather that this is no col.lege. There are 
times when the conditions at our assembhes are very dis· 
appointing. Last week's meeting was a good example of 
this. 
There are a few fellows in this school who think that 
noise is the most impressive thing, no matter where they 
might be. They refuse to pay attention thems~lves and 
cause no end of distraction for those who are mterested 
in the proceedings. Not only this, but ~hey ignore the 
requests for silence of the student president. Many of 
our assemblies have been ruined because of these self-
centered individuals. 
It's a shame that this energy can't be put some place 
where it would do some good-how about the baseball 
diamond? \Vhy be a portable P A system, it won't balance 
a pint-sized I. Q. Raucous roarings are no camouflage 
for a hollow head. 
It's about time that such fellows as the five in the 
fifteenth row should show that they are of college caliber. 
If they are incapable of common courtesy, the dean will 
excuse them from assembly attendance. Let's not be 
bottlenecks ! 
-Bob Kelley. 
Lillian Covillo managed the For Better understanding 
ballets very competently-perfect ••• 
precision, plenty of life and color, This year, under the influence of the war- in Europe, 
but always the deft artistic touch a great deal of attention has been lavished upon the twen-
to subordinate the dram at i c ty-two nations who with the United States comprise the 
effect on the who 1 e work Pan-American Union. Speakers travel the length and 
. . . The . same applies to the breadth of the country, expounding the beauties and re-
decor Kelley has the · knack sources of the South American nations. Articles are writ-
" of mixing mathematics, lumber, ·ten and radio programs sponsored for the development of 
canvas, and paints to spell atmos- inter-American relations. In fact everything is done that 
phede. Witness the gypsy setting could be done, with one exception, to make the nations of 
in the third act especially. the "r estern Hemisphe1·e . one cultural, economic and 
Our glamorous Don Jose political block. 
left us as cold as he evidently 
was himself. What was that But nothing is being done, or has been done, to correct 
the most imp01tant cause of unfriendliness between the condition of inducing emotion 
nations to the south and the United States. The attitude Horace laid down? Matter ,of 
of the N01·th American toward the lowly greaser has been personality in Clifford's case, 
it would seem. Voice fair to responsible in large measure for the unpopularity of the 
United States and its citizens in Latin America. The middling, face and eyes pas-
Anglo-Saxon natiYe of the U. S. has taken no pains to hide sionate as an icebound fjord, 
the fact that he despises the language, culture and religion the gestures and general car-
of the Latin. And when the I.Jatin resents his attitude, he riage of a typewriter-result: 
one audience waiting for a is surprised. 
spark to touch it off. Fo1· many years, for example, all communication be· 
Escamillo, though he, too, was tween the State Department and the government of Brazil 
a bit on the ramrod side, would was carried on in Spanish. The language of Brazil is 
The Third Annual Diocesan Speech Conference held have satisfied any not-too-sharp- Portuguese. The Brazilians felt about it much as we would 
last Saturday at the college was an unusual success ... eyed listener with the warmth and feel if the government of Japan wrote to our government 
And the prom tonight promises to be one of the best in, sweep of his "Toreador" and "Que in Italian. 
history · · · What has happened to the McGee drive? · · · je t'aime." Of course, he broke Another source of fr·iction between the South American 
Speaking of McGee, may we go on I·ecord as supporting in one spot, but who wouldn't nations and the U. S. has been the activities of the educa· 
his plan for a track team at Re2:is . . . The plan deserves with Carmen, a bull-fight, Don · ~ tors and missioners sent down from the great Anglo· 
a trial, and colfege authorities should give it serious con· Juan, and several tho~sand pairs 
sideration. of critical eyes staring him in the Saxon north to lift up the poor benighted Latin American 
who has been deprived of knowled!!e by the superstitions Don't give up on Cincinnati because of their poor face? To say nothing of the ears. ~ 
of his religion. J'he Latin American, who is more often start . . . The five man student council plan should be Queer thing about an au- h k 
t an not a graduate of a European university dating bac an improvement over past systems, and our congrats go dience only in its teens in 
· Th to the 12th century or of a South American university 
'to the new officers . . . The four ink spots of the Sweater 1 opera-consCiousness. e pro-
ducer's conception ·of the older than any North American college, feels that he 
and Skirt dance fulfilled one of our old dreams · · · work can be masterly, the d 't d th d t d h ld b a 
d oesn nee · e e uca or, an t at maybe it wou e Question of the week? ... Where was Unes? · · · Secon music done to a "T," the per- d 'd t b · h b k goo 1 ea o rmg the blessings of civilization to t e ac '· question of the week . . . Where is Loula? . . . Crack of formances genera,lly · superb, 
the week . . . Borelli telling Kennedy to shut a window the execution of the incidental woods U. S. 
so as to "keep the DRAFT out of here" ... H·mmm · · · art work perfect, but wo, The only ·way friendly relations between North and 
alack and alas, if any notable S · Father Donnelly has won a place in the hearts of every flaw creeps in anywhere! One outh America can be achieved is by a mutual apprec1a· 
Regis man by his · unremitting labor to get the lounge hears the inevitable "Not tion of the J.Jatin and Anglo-Saxon cultures. Unless the 
going. much like the tin\e I heard citizen of the United States comes down from his high 
Kirch tells us of a Wyoming newspaper college editor it over the radio," and the horse and realizes that the South Americans are civilized, 
f like: h who was irked because a faculty member didn't like one o too, there can be no la ting understanding between Nort 
his editorials, telling our Riverton boy that it hinted of cen- Let's give credit where credit and South America. The Nazi threat has made us realize 
sorship ... Too bad that Ed doesn't put out the B & G and is due · · · Monsignor Bosetti and that there is something besides comic opera revolution Th his troop are the last stronghold b h 
then he'd appreciate the Wyoming atmosphere . · · e of art and culture and music in eyond the Rio Grande. Perhaps, if we get scared enoug , 
committee of Carter Glass, Herbert Agar, et ~l to give a region that puts too little faith we'll come to the realization that the Latin Americans are 
"Military Aid To Countdes Fighting The kds" is a step in things of the mind and soul. just as civilized as the Yankee. 
-J. F. c. -L. J. T. 
-J. L. K. 
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By BILL BASTIEN and ED MULLEN 
Surprise! ~her~ will be no mention of Foley's hair (?) in this 
col~mn. We thmk 1t would be appropriate if the boys would bend 
their heads f?r 30 ~econds o~ silence in honor of Ed DeStefano when 
Buch~nan tnes vainly to fill "Dicky's" dustpan in the rec room. 
On hiS departure Ed stated, "This whole thing Burns me up." . . . 
Borelli and Kenedy ask that the two couples going to the Prom 
meet them at the Famous and all six will go out to Lakewood 
together. 
At special request we issue this notice to aU members 
of the Bicycle Club: Pres. James Hoare will speak on "Wh 
I Wear Pants Clips, or, I Tore My Pants Once" at the nexi 
meeting ..• High' school girls throughout the city are sure 
to mourn when "Well why cantcha go out?" Galligan goes 
West after gnu!uation. Pilot Ed Kelly is piling up hours and 
beer glasses at the Aeroplane every Sunday . . . Classified 
Ad: "Come back Three Star, all is forgiven." 
Scoop Connors and O'Borni-ger hope to be kissed on both cheelts 
when given their Distinguished Service Cross by Blondie next Wed-
nesday. Returning from Nebraska Felix McKenna spoke of his 
future bride. We quote: "Oh those eyes- and she's got money too. 
Oh those lips-and she's got money too. Oh that beautiful ·blonde 
hair-and she's got money too." . . . Ed Hencmann tells us that 
he really looks good in his new Easter clothes. But Ed, they aren't 
wearing knickers any more. 
It is rumored that Leon Lascor and his little brother 
1\lartin will attend the Atlas Summer School of dynamic 
tension . . . Leon says "Me and little Martin are tired of 
being bullied, Pritchett." The faculty reports Joe Koontz 
certainly nose his Latin and Thompson ears all that goes on 
in class •.. We believe the Government should not induct 
Aasterud into the infantry, as he is a wonderful undercover 
worker ... To make time fly, Spanish gentleman Ted Fonlr 
Is the man to deal with. Little 'Frankie-Wankie' Paulson is 
still hanging around Skinner Junior High School. Nearby 
druggists report sharp increase in sales of cotton and ear 
plugs ... Joe Hayes has been investigating a certain 
Bungalow so thoroughly he has been offered a job 'in a real 
estate office. · 
· If Muscles and his Mate don't change their coking place they 
are liable to be hit by the mid-night express, or have a viaduct 
fall in on them ... Why is Johnny 'Pen-Pa·r Flood waiting at the 
drug store for the Physical Culture . . . There is no reason why 
Bob Hoppe should not come through with straight A's- with his 
personality he's got more time than Gruen . . . 
PUPPY LOVERS GROWL 
Supporting Ferd's Luncheonette has been foremost in the 
minds ot Regis men. Daily little pudgy hands put nickel 
after nickel on the counter for hot llogs. And now, no 
mustard. A hot dog without mustard is like Zarlengo 
without any complaint. How about it, Hanner? What did 
Logan do in Texas? A g'lassy eyed stare and a silly grin 
on yoiir face is all right, Buell, but quit humming "That's 
What I Like About the South" . . . Timber Joe McConaty, 
who knows more about trees than Rin Tin Tin, has been 
marking the trees at Oity Park for cutting. Joe said "Dem's 
United States trees" as they led him away. He has agreed 
to sell all the Wood Alcohol he gets to Johnny 'Red-Nose1 
Cronin erstwhile short stop of the Amici. At last Quaintance 
has landed his ·little plane by the triple-bounce method which 
he devised. Both Moyer and the instructor will live. 
DICK'S RESTAURANT 
4907 Lowell 
-where Regis men feel at home, mixed drinks, fine wines, 
high P.er cent beer, lunches, sandwiches, home made chill. 
The boys of the R Club have 
shown a heretofore unknown 
prowess in the art of staging a 
successful dance. Last Friday's 
jamboree put the boys in the 
spotlight and literally too. The 
Kitty Scully Revue went over big 
even jf the girls did have a Httle 
too much hair and muscle on 
their legs. Billy Rose Springs 
really had the girls on their toes. 
The figures weren't bad either 
(gate receipts). It's also rumor-
ed that Gabby Kearin had to turn 
down the D. U. dinner dance to 
make the festive occasion. Walt 
also ran the dance bureau for 
homely girls which was run on 
the slogan: "Buy a coke and win 
a dance with Wait." Molly Cal-
len was also in rare form with his 
new steps. He picked them up 
from the Picture Strawberry 
Blonde but made them effective. 
The boys who played the record-
ings in the balcony had a hard 
time reading the titles on the 
records. This was due to the poor 
lighting facilities. In all it was 
a great social_ thrown for a no-
ble purpose. 
"Red Salls 
In The Sunset" 
, The first baseball accident of 
I the year at Regis happened sev-
1 
eral days ago. "Ears" Thompson 
was batting. He took a mighty 
cut at one pitch and nearly knock-
ed his ear off with the bat. And 
why must he always sing "Red 
Sails in the Sunset." Things look 
good for baseball }?ut we see dan-
ger of dissension. George Ashen 
raised quite a row when he was 
asked to wear the bat-boy's uni-
form. It was such a good fit, 
too. 
··------------··-·--·-·-•-••-•--•-• u n-••--••-•t-••-•+ . 
"SUCCESS IS FOUNDED ON TRUST" 
FOR DEPENDABLE DRUGS-STOP AT i 
STAAB PHARMACIES 1 
.._..,' .. 90 ... l_Lo_w .. eU_B_l ... v_d ... --~--~-~': -1-
Fr. Donnelly Builds Lounge--
Or Who Paid For It? 
By TED FONK 
Well, it loo~~s as thou~h. the school is finally going to have 
a lounge even 1f the maJOrlty of the student body refuse to 
support t~e movement. I feel right in supposing that now 
the work 1s done everyone will use it. That's fine, good spirit. 
I hope those. who were fortunate enough not to support this 
movement w1ll not waste too much time in destroying it Fr 
Donnelly, who has been the king -o • • 
pin in this drive, may rest as- out. He goes steady with a girl 
from Oklahoma, who goes steady 
with a girl who goes to school 
at Michigan. Now Dan is from 
Evanston but goes to school in 
Denver. I am from the school 
that feels a man shouldn't see 
too much of a girl so I guess he 
and I agree. 
sured that he has done more than 
enough for Regis. Perhaps now 
we could talk ~m into conduct-
ing a class in vitalization of inac-
tive students. 
The "R" Club put one over on 
the boys. They put on a good 
dance and a fine evening's enter-
tainment for practically nothing. 
The proceeds of the dance, of 
course, go to the Lounge fund, 
which indicates one active or-
ganization on the campus. The 
floor show hit a new peak in 
the Regis history of beautiful 
women. "Bustle Molly" Callen, 
who is perhaps the shapeliest thing 
we ever hope to see, stole the 
show with her sensous movements. 
"Sophia" Walsh who recently won 
the ladies' complexion contest, 
sponsored by the Williams Shav-
ing Cream Co., ·became quite tem-
perm.ental and refused to appenr 
because some uncouth individual 
remarked about her bowed legs. 
Miss Walsh has decided a career 
with Ziegfield rather than a life 
raising chickens in her room. It 
was a well handled chorus and 
I feel safe in predicting· here that 
these queens will have no trouble 
securing a date for the Prom, es-
pecially if grad Walt Butts turns 
up. 
Zinky Was There 
Or Was He 
The crowd was commendable, 
too. Despite bad weather the 
dance paid and quite well, too. 
Of course about half the people 
attending were not students; how-
ever, some were there. For in-
stance, George Zinky was there, 
but I don't think he knew it. Ken-
nedy . came with a date which 
didn't add to the gaiety of the 
occasion. Borelli and Marranzino 
were making such a profitable 
showing with Walt Springs' 
punch'board that the Zarlengos 
were stooging each other. Josie 
was there to take McGee home 
because .Tohn is afraid of the dark. 
When the story came out we learn 
that Josie needed the protection. 
"Whiz" Williams was there but 
had to leave after the first dance. 
His date had to beat the curfew. 
McConaty managed to make it 
after a hurried change in plans. 
I !margine something went wrong 
again. Cactus Jack Erhard came 
through with a nice looking girl. 
I was amazed but that is. no 
reason why you should be; it was 
Aas~rud Scares 
The Women 
Aasterud was a chairman at the 
recent speech contest and from 
the frightened look on the faces 
of his ·female contestants I gather 
he did most of the talking. 
There is nothing more pleasing 
to the male element of the social 
world than the opportunity to put 
on formal clothes. Picture your-
self tonight when you dress for 
the Prom. First of all the shower 
(a special occasion or you could 
omit this). The water is cold but 
you don't mind - this is a big 
night. Of course that isn't gping 
to help shaving much. But what's 
the difference. Your grandpappy 
probaJbly shaved with a bowie 
knife in beautiful Lake Sun Dance 
(viz. This lake is situated on the 
Regis campus for those who aren't 
in the know). Well, now you are 
all shaved and ·bleeding, but what 
the heck. Now for that shirt. 
Boy look at that thing. Maybe 
it would be best to grease your 
neck first. No? · 0. K. Let's 
put it on. There you go-be care-
ful, don't twitch your ·face-re-
member those cuts. Pull, twist, 
ah you are in. There that looks 
good. Only one thing wrong; 
there is no collar button in the 
front. What did you say? Shame 
on you ... Well, you finally have 
it on. Good for you. Now for 
the collar. You already have one 
side buttoned; now let's try the 
other. 0. K., pull . . . hold your 
breath. Now there it is all on. 
Of course it's pinching your neck, 
but you'll get used to it. Say 
something! Boy your face is 
blue! Do you think you'll last? 
Sure, you'll be 0. K. Pull your 
tongue in. You can't? What are 
you swaying for? Now hold your 
temper. Don't pull that collar 
off. Ugh! Now look what you've 
done. Well, start over. Walt 
now, you know you can't wear 
that comfortable soft shirt. It 
just isn't right. Oh, you're going 
to do it anyhow. Now you're 
talking. 
his sister. Capacity Logan trip- GRADUATION 
ped in and continued to do so, The Baccalaureate exercises for 
which wasn't much fun for .his the graduating class of 1941 will 
date. Hutton w a s considerate be held on Sunday, June 1, at 
enough not to bring a date so 10:30 at Loyola Church, accord-
that he might please all the girls. ing to the dean. The_ graduation 
Dan Harrigan cut loose with a exercises will be held Monday 
puzzler last week. You figure. it evening, June 2. 
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COACH'S CORNER 
By SARGE MacKENZIE 
Rangers Slated to Meet Colorado Mines 
Today at 3:45 On Regis Baseball Diamond 
The horsehide season is here 
and the Rangers once more make 
ready to do battle on the diamond 
against their traditional baseball 
rivals, Colorado College and Gree-
ley State. By the time that this 
appears in print, the Regis dia-
mondeers will have had their bap-
tism of fire against the Tigers 
from the Springs (weather per-
mitting) . At this date, it is im-
possible to do more than hazard 
a prediction as to what will occur 
when the Tiger and Ranger nines 
tangle. In behalf of the Colorado 
Springs aggregation, it must be 
admitted that they have a truly 
great moundsman in southpaw 
Pat Fitzgerald. A cool, able cus-
tomer at all times, the lanky 
lefthander is well on the way to 
enjoying his most brilliant season 
of collegiate ball. Another factor 
which will tend to make the Tigers 
tough for the Brown and Gold, 
is the fact that the boys from the 
Springs have better than a month 
of practice behind them and have 
twice met D. U . and New Mexico 
Mines. 
HOUSE HAS 
ADDED EXPERIENCE 
On the Rangers side of the 
ledger must be listed the fol-
lowing assets: Earl House, 
lean, hard-working, indomi-
table and wlth a year of col-
legiate experience behind him; 
Smoky Bill Newland, who 
burns them through the cor-
ners wlth the precision of a 
carefully sighted anti-tank 
gun; AI Risoli, a flashy fork-
handed first-baseman; Ford 
and Kelley, smooth working 
second-sackers, the latter also 
a relief picture; Tony Piccoli, 
a quiet, but smooth-working 
short-stop; the veteran Curly 
Thompson on third; a fine 
pair of utility men in Zoglo 
and Baginsky, with the latter 
a potential mound luminary 
once he has fully recovered 
from a Spring football injury; 
a squadron of outfielders 
b o as t i n g heavy-hitting AI 
Ma~kano, speedy Paul Brock-
well, fiery Lou Antonelli, Dick 
Fitzgerald, Ed Eisenman; a 
catching staff of Joe Majew-
ski, John Langdon and Walt 
Kieran. 
FATHER DONNELLY 
DESERVES CREDIT 
The Rangers have a younger 
club, a less experienced aggrega-
tion, but it is one with an abund-
ance of fight, hustle, and one 
which is becoming more potent 
at the plate and in the field 
with every passing day. 
This column wishes to seize this 
opportunity of calling for a great 
big hand for Father Donnelly for 
the fine work he has done in se-
curing for the men of Regis a 
student lounge. A few short 
weeks ago the idea of a lounge 
was-well, purely an idea. Thanks 
to Fr. Donnelly's enthusiasm and 
enterprise, the Regis student 
lounge will very shortly be a -:;-
~:~~::· t:~~o:ew::o i:o:~z:~:~ Junior Basketeers 'Sarge' MacKenzie Hopes For Win 
so fully with Fr. Donnelly. Theirs Win Tourney A E I H G s . R I 
is the true Regis spirit-the spirit· In order to keep the records S ar ouse ets tarbng 0 e 
of accomplishment and of service straight and for the benefit of 
to one another. all those who follow avidly the Lanky Earl I-f'Ouse, lean right handed pitcher from Provo, 
progress of intra-mural compe- I Utah will be Coach Sarge MacKenzie's choice for the -starting 
tition at Regis College, the Brown pitch~r's role today, when the Ranger baseball men clash with 
and ~ld here publishes the final the Colorado Mines diamondeers on the Regis field at 3 :45. 
winners in the intra-mur~l soft- Not at all depressed by the Colorado College defeat, Coach 
ball program conducted durmg the 1\lacKenzie was confident the locals would break into the win 
P_ast two months under the direc- column today (that is, if the 'c••)-------
McGEE DRIVE 
BOGS DOWN 
And speaking of school spir-
it, let us not forget an enter-
prise, brilliantly launched, 
which must be followed thru 
to a successful conclusion_:. 
McGEE FOR THE ALL-
STARS. Along with · activi-
ties in behalf of the Lounge, 
the Prom, the Yearbook and 
the other current Brown and 
Gold activities, let's hustle 
those ballots. We have a star 
amongst us. Let us see that 
he receives his due and that 
the world has notice that the 
days of Arnie Herber, Archie 
Douglas and Cowboy Smith 
are here again for Regis 
that Ranger teams are still 
mauned by the gamest and 
most brilliant players in the 
country • . • by fellows lilce 
John McGee. 
Less than six weeks remain in 
the current school year. In view 
of the swiftness with which the 
time has flown since last Sep-
tember, it is reasonable to assume 
that the remaining days will pass 
even more swiftly. It has been 
an outstanding year for Regis 
-and for Regis activities. 
OF SIHPS AND SHOES 
AND SEALING WAX .• 
The student body is on the 
increase. Under the able di-
rection of Fr. O'Sullivan, ac-
tivity in debating and public 
speaking has reached a new 
high. The "R" club is flour-
ishing as never before. The 
Lounge is assured. Under Fr. 
Conway's guidance the So-
dality and the student cate-
chism instructors are carry-
ing out a program of Catho-
lic Action which places Regis 
among the leading Jesuit Col-
leges engaged in this field. By 
his untiring efforts, Fr. Flan-
nagan has made this year's 
speech conference on even 
greater success than was last 
year's and has set a high 
mark for the aim of future 
conferences. 
A great Prom is in prospect. 
With such a record of accomplish-
ment behind, let us all maintain 
the same fine spirit of activity 
and cooperation during the re-
maining six weeks. Let's put 
everything we have into what-
ever· we undertake in behalf of 
Regis. Let's finish the year in 
a blaze of activity and accomp-
lishment. 
Stiffening Shoe-laces 
When the metal tops come off 
your shoe-laces, dip the la~e in .mu-
cilage. The mucilage w1ll stiffen 
the ends and make it easy for you 
to pull them thwugb the eyelets. 
tlon of Ed McNulty. I M 1 S f b 11 The Junior basketeers were the weather doesn't backfire) against ntra- ura . o t. a 
final winners with the Jolly Five the Orediggers from Golden. In Steps Into L1mehght 
crew as _ runners-up. Such men the visitors' last start against the 
as Coursey, the Lascors, Baum, 
Piccoli, Griego, and Kuester were 
responsible for the Junior's suc-
cess while the two big guns on 
the Jolly Five were Leo Kelleher 
and "Ears" Thompson. Kelleher's 
average of 14 points a game was 
one of the best in the league. 
The Milwaukee Brewers and 
the Renegades finished in a tie 
for third place. 
Father E. A. Conway, S.J., rep-
resented Regis College at a "Col-
lege Night" program at South 
High School April 17. He at-
tended a similar conference at 
Arvada on April 15. 
Greeley Bears the Miners were 
blasted 5-0 by the powerful peda-
gogues. However, the Miners have 
a hitting punch which may give 
the locals lots of trouble should 
their bats explode at the right 
time. 
In case Coach MacKenzie should 
change his mind about House in 
the starting role, Bill Newland 
will probably get the call. New-
land, who hurled well in his first 
inter-collegiate start against the 
Colorado College Tigers, is ex-
pected to be the mainstay of the 
local mound staff as the season 
progresses. 
BASEBALL PROSPECTS ARE ON UPGRADE 
AND LOCALS ARE DANGEROUS-Clifford 
By DICK CLIFFORD 
Baseball at Regis is definitely 
under full steam, and it is pleas-
ing to note the array of taler.t 
that has been working out in 
practice the last two or three 
weeks. There seems to be quan-
tity and quality to spare, and fine 
spirit, too. In the several prac-
tice games that have been held 
lately, excellent performances 
have been turned in by both new 
and old squad members. The new 
men have proven themselves to 
be up to standard and the veter-
ans are showing their old form 
again. If these practice sessions 
are any indication, Regis sho'Jlj 
see a successful season ahead. 
Power at the bat is a question 
mark The Rangers have shown 
definite hitting ability so far in 
practice. The fielding is good 
with a minimum of errors and 
probJlbly should be a strong point 
in the team's favor. Both the 
infield and outfield are depend-
able, and the pitching staff has 
shown that it "has something on 
the ball." 
Langdon Improves 
As Catcher 
Catcher John !Langdon is fast 
becoming a. fine receiver. John, 
who received a hand injury in a 
practice session with East, will 
undoubtedly round out into a very 
dependable man behind the bat. 
Joe Majewski, right fielder, is do-
ing creditabl!l duty behind the 
plate, alternating with Langdon. 
Curly Thompson continues to hold 
down his third base assignment 
with his regular zip and depend-
ability. Piccoli at shortstop looks 
good, and Fdrd at second is play-
ing brilliant ball. 
The first base spot is another 
bright corner on the diamond with 
Risoli doing very good work there. 
Zoglo also is playing good ball 
at the initial sack. In the out-
field Markano looks especially 
good. Paul Brockwell is coming 
up fast and is showing signs of 
becoming a very steady patroller 
of the outer garden. Antonelli is 
another outfielder whose work 
should be noted. 
Newla.nd Exhibits 
Elusive Curves 
On the mound, Bill Newland is 
exhi·biting fine form and an elus-
ive array of curve balls. Bill's 
hook promises to bring opposing 
batters many a headache. Earl 
House, veteran Ranger, shows 
plenty of steam and good control. 
Don Kelley, who alternates be-
tween second base and the pitch-
er's mound has been doing fine 
work in the practice sessions, and 
makes a dependable relief pitcher 
when not engaged at his regular 
spot. Baginski, a new man, has 
also been showing plenty against 
the opposing batters. 
Some fine hitting has been no-
ticed during the batting practice 
sessions, with Risoli, Markano, 
Piccoli and Brockwell doing good 
stick work. Thompson, Kelley, 
Majewski and Ford have also been 
punishing the pill at a stea:dy 
clip the last few weeks. 
With spring in the foreground, 
intra-mural softball again steps 
into the limelight. It is under 
the direction of Ed McNulty and 
it promises to be one of the most 
interesting programs this year. 
The teams that have endeared 
are: The Irish, under the leader-
ship of Leo Kelleher; the Chern 
Club, with the able help of Henry 
Becker; The Speedballs; the Amici 
guided by Chet Borelli; the Juniors 
with Leon Lascor at the helm; 
the Ramblers, tutored by Leo 
Tanel and the Trouncers, by "!. 
can Whistle too" Sankey. The 
Faculty is entered also, but the 
team does not promise to be thE' 
equal of last year's. 
Irish. Reign 
As Favorites 
The Irish are the favorites for 
this year, not because they have 
such good players as Kelleher, 
Kelley, McGee, Callen, Newland, 
Thompson, Duffy, Hazlewood, 
Clifford, Shouldice, and Hoppe, 
but because they are coached by 
'l'ed Fonk. The Zombies led by 
Charles Zarlengo will be among 
the top contenders for the title 
followed close behind by the 
Juniors. They have a selection of 
players that would go far in any 
league. 
Amici's Loom 
As Dark Horses 
The Amici's, although they 
figured greatly in the St. Pat-
rick's Day win, will be up against 
strong competition. Very little 
is known about the other te9.ms 
and perhaps a potential dari< 
horse is among them. The f!rst 
games will probably be held over 
the week-end between the board-
ers, and the day student's !e,1gue 
wi~l start on the following Mon-
day. 
Scavenger's Daughter 
A scavenger's daughter was an 
instrument used during the Sixteenth 
century in England, consisting of a 
wide iron hoop which, by means ot 
screws, was fastened around the vic-
tim's body until the blood was forced 
from the nose, ears, and sometimes 
from the hands and feet. 
Doyle's Pharmacy 
"The Particular Druggist" 
17th &; Grant Key. 5987 
April 25; 1941 
Sport Slants 
By JOHN McGEE 
really not impossible . . . Stars will be called in large numbers if 
Uncle Sam sees fit . . . This will also be tough going on the minor 
leagues and there won't be anyone to replace the upper division 
baseballers . . . But let's all hope that this doesn't happen. 
The draft will definitely affect the current races . . 
With the loss of "Big Hank" Greenberg the Tigers are 
almost a certainty to finish no higher than third and their 
chances of winning wlll be no brighter than those of 
Evashevski's getting a prom date . . . The most valuable, . 
hardest wor,king, and highest paid man in the majors can't 
leave a team and not hurt it, especially when the team 
lacks good reserves . • : And should Cleveland be in a neck 
and neck race on Sept. 1 and the draft board gets "Rapid 
Robert" Feller, the Indians will be tamer than Kirch at a 
Loretto tea ... The Yank's attack at present is centered 
around Phil Rizzuto who has been "~d of late by Uncle 
Sam. 
The Nationals, too, seem headed tor stormy days . .- . Hugh 
Mulcahy of the Phils already is in uniform and his team mate, Joe 
Marty has been informed that he will be summoned soon . . . 
They're going to have to dig that cellar a little deeper for those 
Phils we fear ... In the case of Brooklyn and St. Louis, particularly, 
the loss of one man may cripple their respective pennant chances 
... Here in our own backyard, it looks as if we'll have the best 
baseball club in many a year ... Regis teams in the past have 
lacked pitching, but Newland is the man to the rescue this season 
and with House and Kelley on deck the Rangers will have an A-1 
mound staff. 
Langdon split his finger catching, but with Majewski 
in reserve and improving fast the Rangers won't be weak 
. The fielding looks better than usual and if the power 
at the plate improves the Rangers will be in that win 
column ••• The addition of Father Doyle as tennis instruc-
tor by the athletic department is a move to strengthen 
the minor sports program at Regis . . . Long a devotee 
of Tilden, Johnson, and their ilk, Father Doyle is not only 
a capable player in his own right but a competent instructor 
as well • • • Given a little time with the local netters and 
Father Doyle will soon have a strong outfit. 
"All work and no play makes Jackson a dull Iad"- or some-
thing . . . Anyway we urge everybody to participate in the intra-
mural softball program soon to be inaugurated, not onfy for the 
benefits of physical recreation, but • for the real honest-to-goodness 
fun involved . . . Ability is no criterion . . . Just interest and 
enthusiasm, and fun is guaranteed .. . Tom Walsh, president of 
the Professional Golfer's Association of America recently stated 
that golf and golfers should enjoy a great year since the people's 
outlook on physical education is changing mainly due to the draft 
. . . More people are taking up the iron club game each year . . . 
The big fellow from Georgetown, AI Blozis, seems destined to 
shatter the world outdoor shot put record this year. He must 
better the mark of 57 feet 1 and 5/ 8 inches set by Jack Torrance 
of Louisiana State in 1934 . . . Blozis beat the indoor record last 
month. 
And then the word from up Minneapolis way during 
spring practice is that Bernie Bierman has plenty • · · The 
new C. U. coach, Jim Yeager, has plenty on the ball,. in 
addition to a flock of leftovers from last year's team · · · 
Ducky Medwick, who hit a slmnp last season is right back 
In his old form again this year • . . He seems to have 
corrected his batting stance and has been hitting far and 
often . . . He hit .400 during the pre-season "Grapefruit" 
games and this may be the sign that the Dodgers are on the 
way book ... Alex Wojciechowicz, who played with "the 
seven blocks of granite" on the Fordham line of a few 
years. back, is now coaching centers at Notre Dame · · · 
Guess they have plenty of coaches up there now to start a 
good team. 
The University of Chicago awarded but fo~r b~~etball letters 
. Buddy Baer tremendous in size but not m ab1hty,_ has been 
' · th "R" Club 
awarded the next shot at Joe Louis ... In closmg, e 
thanks all those who helped make the dance such a success · · · 
Thanks also to the performers in the floor show and to Sarge and 
Mrs. MacKenzie for the use of Larry. 
THE BROWN AND GOLD 
end's snow storm. Whether or 
not the meeting with Colorado 
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"Leagues" Means Baseball 
Or, Then, Does It? 
By JOE STEIN 
contestant's constant disposal so 
as to be in a position to answer 
every call of the girl promptly 
and importantly. PENALTY: any return. correspondence from 
the Athletic Department at Colo-
rado Springs. 
THERE ARE LEAGUES 
In the few afternoons that the AND LEAGUES 
Player is placed on option to the 
minor leagues where the girls are 
not so fussy. 
5. Drinking, the use of nasty 
language, the inability to say the 
right thing at the right time, the 
inability to dance passably, in 
some cases smoking, failure to 
have the right "back · seat" tech-
nique, and many other trivial 
fa.ults are all errors. PENALTY: 
tennis squad has had for practice, 
Father . Doyle has worked the 
squad members hard and both 
It is regrettable that the Eng-
lish language, flexible instrument 
that it is, has now allowed the 
Father and the boys are very 
word "league" to take on an al-
cheerful about prospects for a 
together different meaning. The 
successful season. Father Doyle 
wor.d" now when used flippantly 
is proving himself an effective by college students is taken to Usually a strikeout, depending on 
the girl. (Player is -usually fined 
and placed on the ineligible list 
until the error has been cor-
rected.) 
tennis coach from a technical as mean the standing that a man 
well as from a psychological enjoys in the affection of his 
standpoint. 
The members of last year's 
squad who have reported are Har-
vey French, Bob Griffith, Ed Mc·· 
Nulty, Joe Hayes and Leo Kel-
leher. Some of the new men . who 
have reported for practice are 
George Zinky, Charlie Zarlengo. 
Hugh MacDonald, Vince Conde-
lario, Rudy Sankey and Jim Dier-
ker. Among· t h e newcomers, 
Zinky and Zarlengo look excep-
tionally good and should both see 
action during this year's inter-
collegiate matches. 
Rangers Lose 
To C. C. Tigers 
The Regis Rangers baseball 
team made its initial bow of the 
1941 season , before a partisan 
cfowd of Colorado College rooters 
at the Springs. The Rangers came 
out on the short end of a close 
6 to 5 tally against C. C. Superb 
ball was turned in by the Mac-
Kenziemen but lady luck and other 
factors didn't smile on the Rang-
ers long enough this time for 
them to bring home the bacon. 
However, notwithstanding the loss 
of this game, it is extremely en-
couraging to note that the Regis 
baseballers more than held their 
own with one of the better teams 
in the Rocky Mountain Confer-
ence. It is felt that the predic-
tions made previously have been 
amply carried out by the splendid 
brand of ball turned in by the 
Rangers. 
The infield functioned to near 
perfection with only two errors 
in the nine innings. The outfield 
also did great work in only com-
mitting one error. Bill Newland, 
the new pitcher from Milwaukee, 
lived up to pre-season expecta-
tions in turning in brilliant hurl-
ing for the entire nine frames. 
Bill managed to strike out the 
first seven batters who opposed 
him and three later in the game. 
The entire team put in a great 
peclormance and definitely proved 
that it ha'S power at the bat and 
fine fielding ability. Risoli led 
the Regis batters with a homer, 
and Thompson had his three for 
five. Others who did well at the 
plate were Piccoli and Newland. 
current "heart-throb". There have 
·been many leagues formed both 
here and in other cities which have 
absolutely no connection with 
baseball (nor did any of them 
celebrate the 100th anniversary 
of their foundation last year as 
did the National Baseball League) . 
Their contests are not fought in 
huge stadia and there are never 
thousands of raw-throated spec-
tators around to cheer the victory 
of their favorites. 
BATTING AVERAGE 
CRITERION OF SKILL 
Judge Landis Needed 
A judge would also come In 
handy to hand down rulings on 
these closed leagues. There have 
been leagues in operation for 
years where the "batting" champ-
ion" is always the same even if 
his play in the field is a little 
ragged. This condition does away 
with competition and makes it im-
possible for some of the deserv-
ing boys to move up from the 
minors. The judge would also 
have the problem of creating ·a 
little - interest in some cl the 
It is also a regrettable fact that leagues which have not been very 
a man has come to be judged active or very popular in past 
by his friends and acquaintances y~ars. They are in about the 
according to his "batting aver- same .position as the new West-
age" in the league of his choice: ern League. Nobody knows any-
This has lowered many otherwise thing about them and an even 
fine boys in the estimation of fewer number of people seem 
their friends to the point where anxious to find out anything about 
they are almost afraid to show them. They will, however, even-
their faces. It is true that some tually have "batting champions" 
of these men have not had the of their own or I don't know any-
opportunity to get in as much thing about women. 
"batting practice" as their more 
fortunate companions and for this Change of Champion 
reason have struck out in their Is Most Confusing 
league while some other broad- In conclusion, I should like to 
shouldered Adonis has captured call our prospective Judge Lao-
the fancy of the girl. This has dis' attention to a condition that 
happened several times right here has existed in these leagues for 
at Regis. Regis has almost some time and which, I think, 
enough leagues to require the should have his immediate atten-
equivalent of a Judge Landis to tion. I refer to the practice of 
keep matters straightened out and some of the girl heads of these 
to make the latest standings in leagues changing their "batting" 
each of the leagues official. Some champion" without notifying the 
of these leagues feature hard- league officials and sometimes not 
fought contests with the eventual even the "champion" who is being 
"batting champion" in doubt right · so rudely and abruptly replaced. 
up till the last invective has been This is not fair to either the 
hurled and· the last date has league or the deposed "champion."' 
come to a melancholy end. A It gives the league a bad name 
judge is indeed a necessity. If and players are apt to stay out 
we had a judge, he could post the of a league where their walking 
official list of errors that the papers may come at any time 
contestants have made (such er- without notice. It does not give 
rors including: the deposed "champion" a chance 
1. Failure to have enough to look over the other leagues 
money to take the girl to that and see which one he would like 
dance she wanted to attend. to try next. For the correction 
PENALTY: A strikeout. Girl goes· of a wrong that ·has long existed 
with your successor in the league. and for the protection of those 
2. Failure to be as big as your ·"batters" who are now giving 
rival. PENALTY: A strikeout their all in their respective 
Girl goes with rival to keep you leagues, I believe that the judge 
in one piece. ought to pass a rule making it 
3. Inability to stand constant obligatory for a girl head of a 
ribbing and kibitzing from the league to give her current "cham-
sidelines. PENALTY: Judge makes pion" at least a two weeks' no-
player a free agent granting him tice before fluffing him off. 
the liberty to try his luck in a YOURS FOR BETTER 
different league. BASEBALL AT REGIS. 
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Senior Sketches 
By BERNARD MAGOR 
Kirch~ 
men who were still smarting from 
the stings of a bitter campaign-
ing. But he made no effort to 
heal these wounds. He didn't have 
April 25, 19-!1 
To the new president: You have 
an unequalled opportunity, with 
a new student government and 
with the support of all the stu-
dents, to carry out a program 
of more activities for more stu-
dents. Let's have some action! This issue we hit the Z's of the 
alphabet and find the two Zar-
lengo cousins of the senior class, 
representative of that lo~g line 
of Zarlengos ~ common to the his-
tory of Regis in both high school 
and college. 
contest of '38; besides, he holds 
membership in the Chern., Pre-
Med and Press Clubs. 
the cooperation of the students, 
At the March 21 meeting of the save on one occasion. But he 
Louis Zarlengo, although pos- Coffee Club, suggestions for mak- asked for it only once-at Homc-
Coffee Club 
Will Support 
Lounge Fund 
Debaters-
Roland J. Zarlengo, though his 
ambitions are toward the medical 
profession, has proved by his en-
terprising inclinations that medi-
cine will probably experience a 
revolutionary form of commercil-
ization when he receives his M.D. 
President of the "Zarlengo Enter-
prises," "Butt" was co-editor of 
the Zarlengo - sponsored Regis-
Loretto Study Directory, dealer in 
corsages and agent for class pins 
during his college years. He is 
president of the Dramatic Club, 
four-year member of the R-Club, 
student council member and win-
ner of 1st prize in the oratorical 
sessing less of the Enterprise in- ing money for the Student Lounge 
clinations, will undoubtedly show 
were asked for. Tom Garry aug-it more pronouncedly in the fu-
ture, as he expresses a desire to gested that the Coffee Club spon-
go into a business for himself. sor a play, the proceeds of which 
Off the record we might speculate were to go to the Lounge. · The 
that, due to self-initiated experi- suggestion was taken up, and, 
ence as manager of the home after considerable difficulty and 
cellar, "Luiche" could go far as work, Jack Brittan and Tom 
chief taster for California Wines, Garry succeeded in promoting the 
Inc., or some similar thriving play, "Tea Toppers' Tavern" with 
producers of the vintage of the the Regis and Loretto players. 
gods. Of the trials and tribula- All prospects are that the venture 
tions of a thesis writer Louie will prove very successful, and, 
claims first hand information, but if things go as planned, the 
says that now, finally, those try- Lounge fund should be swelled by 
ing days have passed. He is a a hundred dollars. The first two 
member of the choral and dra- days of ticket sales netted ap-
matic clubs and will receive a proximately twenty dollars, and 
Ph. B. over a month remains In which to 
make the quota. 
LORETTO PLANS KIDS KARNIV AL 
[Ed's Note: The May Festival Pub-
licity Committee of Loretto Heights 
College has asked that we publish 
the following letter]. 
Rev. Robert Kelley, S.J., 
President of Regis College. 
Dear Father Kelley: 
be, a cutwork linen luncheon set, 
and a portable radio. Chances 
are being sold at 25 cents each 
for these awards. During the 
evening of May 3, there will be 
a ham dinner for which party 
reservations may be made.1 It 
will be served continously from 5 
to 8 p. m. 
coming. 
An - in all, though, it wasn't 
a bad job. Had a little help and 
interest been forthcoming from 
the rest of the student council, 
myself included, it would have 
been a better job. 
Will the incoming president do 
as well? There remains plenty 
to be done. First in importance 
were entered from the University 
of Denver, Colorado College, Uni-
versity of Colorado, Colorado 
State Agricultural College and 
Greeley Teachers College as well 
8.i from Regis. 
This is the last speech con-
ference to be attended by the 
Regis speech men this year. 
is a drastic revision and cutting SodaJJ.SlS-
down of the student council. 
When that has been done, a pro- the various hospitals. The work 
gram should be drawn up for next of the Regis Golden catechists has 
year and the remainder of this been acclaimed by the Union as 
year that will make more extra- among the most praiseworthy e-f-
curricular activity of every kind fo:t:ts by any Sodality. 
available to th?se interested. Jim Harris has been named as 
And so- in all sincerity - <m contact member between the Regis 
apology to Stein for brickbats Sodality and the Sodality Union 
which were not entirely deserved. Central Committee. 
Since the priests and students 
of Regis have always cooperated 
so readily with Loretto Heights 
in joint activities, we feel certain 
of your interest in our coming 
May Festival. 
On May 2, all the grade school 
children in Denver will be enter-
tained at a Kids Karnival which 
ill include: circus, hay ride, turtle 
race, and side shows. On Satur-
day, May 3, there will be adult 
entertainment, featuring bingo. 
and wheel of fortune. 
We would appreciate it very 
much if you would announce the 
plans for the coming May Festi-
val at a student body meeting. 
T1ckets or chances may be secured 
by calling Jean Singer at Pem·I 
2468. 
Everybody who smolces them lilces their 
COOLER, NIILDER, BETTER TASTE 
The main feature of the entire 
festival is the raffle of $200, as 
grand prize; other awards will 
Thank you for any cooperatic>n 
Regi5 College may be able to 
give us. 
Sincerely yours, 
MAY FESTIVAL 
PUBLICITY COMM. 
Campus Comment . • • 
The recent attractive offers made by both army and 
navy air corps should soon be decreasing the college and 
university enrollments in the U. S. It seems plausible that 
a young man of today, who is faced with possible con-
scription would welcome the thought of making a good 
living while serving in the army or navy. 
If Demosthenes could see the speech courses of our 
present day schools he probably wouldn't feel he was a 
character at all. Today a speech course resembles a group 
of contortionist§ in a vaudeville act. 
Because · the drait seems to be the outstanding ques-
tion in ever:y male student mind, it would be well if we 
started to consider what is going to happen if congress 
changes conscription age to eighteen instead of the present 
twenty-one. 
Comedian Joe Cook has a golf course that should 
answer every golfer's prayer. He has one hole on which 
every man is guaranteed a hole in one. The fairway is a 
grodve like a gutter and the green is cone shapPd with the 
cup at the bottom. · 
The largest enrolln~ent attributed to a college or uni-
versity in the U. S. is California U. It's present student 
population is over 25,000. 
r~~~~:~~:-;~:~~:~::-;~~:::·::···-1 
I devoted exclusively to the examining of ·eyes and fitting of glasses. ! i 1550 California St. KEystone 7651 1 
: ......................................................................................................................... , 
PRISCILLA LANE, 
starring in Warner Bros.' 
forthcoming hit 
"MILLION DOLLAR BABYU 
On the movie lot or wherever you go, the 
Right Combination of the best tobaccos 
from our own Southland and from distant 
Turkey and Greece makes Chesterfield the 
one cigarette that truly Satisfies. 
Note how many more smokers are enjoying 
Chesterfield's definitely Milder, 
Cooler-Smoking, Better Taste. 
Copyri,ht 1941, LtCCETr & llhus ToBACCO c..-
/ 
